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ABOUT US
Let us introduce PT. CIPTA REJEKI MEKAR
which is engaged in the transportation and export of products,
especially goods/products from all over Indonesia. Quality and
Integration is a form of our service to customers who use the services
of our company.We always prioritize the best products in Indonesia
for export to destination countries. Asmany experience has come to us,
we start to build subsidiaries company named “COCOAL INONESIA”

Cocoal Indonesia
Cocoal Indonesia established in 2021 and we merely focused on 2 kind
of best products from Indonesia, which is coconut derivatives and
mining coal. Indonesia known as “The emerald of equator” as its
nickname, Indonesia presents a variety of abundant natural resources,
on that ocassion we have dedicated our energies to furthering an
already in-depth knowledge of Coconut and Coal.

Vision and Mission

Vision
Advancing market commodities and prospering
the people of Indonesia in exporting high quality
products from Indonesia

Mission
1. Providing the best products from Indonesia
that always prioritizes quality.
2. Maintain professionalism and transparency
to all clients
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PRODUCTS/COMMODITY
Coconut Peat Block
Coconut Peat also known as 'coir fibre pith"' or 'coir dust' is a natural, and
renewable resource produced from coconut husks by the coconut industries
in Indonesia.
Cocopeat is a multi-purpose soil conditioner and growing medium.
It is consistent and uniform in texture. It is a completely homogenous
material composed of millions of capillary micro-sponges, that absorb
and hold up to eight times it's own weight in water.
The natural pH of 5.7 to 6.5, plus an unusually high Cation Exchange
Capacity - and 27% of Easily Available Water assures that coir will hold
and release nutrients in solution over extended periods without rewatering.
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Coconut Charcoal
Located in the equatorial line, Indonesia is blessed with abundant resources
for coconut products. For years Indonesia has been the world's largest exporter
of coconut products, including shell charcoal/briquettes. According to the
Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics, the Indonesian export of wood
charcoal of coconut shell (HS 4402) increases 4.69% in 2020.
As of today, Indonesia have been exported to Turkey, Brazil, and several
countries in Latin America and the Middle East.
Having the advantage of the higher level of heat and environmentally friendly
compared to other sources, making the demand for Indonesian coconut briquette
increased constantly, particularly for cooking and grilling purposes
and shisha tobacco.
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Coconut Fiber Coir
Coconut fiber, obtained from unripe coconut, is a natural fiber extracted
from the husk of coconut. The coconut is steeped in hot seawater, and
subsequently, the fibers are removed from the shell by combing and crushing,
the same process as jute fiber.
The individual fiber cells are narrow and hollow with thick walls made of
cellulose, and each cell is about 1 mm long and 10–20 μm in diameter.
The raw coconut fibers show length varying from 15 to 35 cm and diameter
from 50 to 300 μm. When they are immature and then become hardened and
yellowed because a layer of lignin is deposited on their walls.
Coconut fiber shows a good stiffness and is used in products such as floor
mats, doormats, brushes, mattresses, coarse filling material, and upholstery.
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Coconut Oil
-RBD COCONUT OIL
RBD Coconut Oil is a light yellow liquid and would change into a semi solid at
room temperature. For Crude Coconut Oil to be suitable for consumption,
it must be refined, bleached and deodorized (RBD). RBD Coconut Oil is used
in coconut-based cooking oil, for food processing commercial and in oleochemical
industries.
- CRUDE COCONUT OIL (CCNO)
Crude Coconut Oil is crushed from copra, the dried meat of finely matured
coconut. It must be further processed to be applicable for use in foods, soaps
and in the oleochemical industry.
- HYDROGENATED COCONUT OIL (HCNO)
HCNO is an RBD CNO that went through a Hydrogenation process. HCNO is a
solid white fat in texture and a clear liquid if applied to heat. HCNO can be used as
the main raw material in food industries.
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COAL
Indonesia is one of the world's largest producers and exporters of coal.
Since 2005, when it overtook Australia, the country is the leading exporter in
terms of thermal coal. A significant portion of its exported thermal coal
consists of the medium-quality type (between 5100 and 6100 cal/gram)
and the low-quality type (below 5100 cal/gram) for which large demand
originates from China and India. According to information presented by
Indonesia's Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, Indonesian coal
reserves are estimated to last around 83 years if the current rate of
production is to be continued.
Regarding global coal reserves, Indonesia currently ranks 9th, containing
roughly 2.2 percent of total proven global coal reserves according to the most
recent BP Statistical Review of World Energy. Around 60 percent of
Indonesia's total coal reserves consists of the cheaper lower quality
(sub-bituminous) coal that contains less than 6100 cal/gram.
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FEATURES
We have several services that can make customers comfortable and satisfied
with the services we provide, namely:

INTEGRITY
Integrity means telling the truth, keeping our word and treating others with
fairness and respect. Integrity is one of our most cherished assets.
It must not be compromised.
QUALITY

Quality is exhibited in many ways by selling and supporting products and
services that delight customers, establishing a work environment, delivering
financial results that meet investor expectations.
INNOVATION

Innovation means inventing, designing, developing products and services
that have high appeal in the marketplace and strengthen customer preference
for the Cocoal Indonesia project.
COMMITMENT

Commitment is important where we will continue to provide the best to our
customers and investors all the time. Our opportunity to serve should be
viewed as a privilege that is not to be taken for granted..
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